
C626 Formal Methods Spring, 2011 John Franco

Final Exam

Name: M#:

1. Questions below are asked about the following cryptol code:

state_explorer(x) = s

where {

s = [False]#[| if ((xa > 10) & ~sa) then True else

if ((xa < 10) & sa) then False else

if (xa == 10) then True else False

|| xa <- x

|| sa <- s |];

};

a) What is the state space over which this code executes?

b) What type (or shape) is state explorer([8 34 2 3 4])?

c) What is a reasonable signature for this function?

d) What happens when trying to prove the following?:
theorem thm1: {l}. ((state explorer(l:[8][8]))%2) == 0;

e) Write a theorem that asks whether the value of state explorer, when applied
to some list of 8 short ints (8 bit numbers), is 164.

f) What happens when you try to prove that theorem?

g) Modify the code to output the last state (only show the lines, if any, that were
modified)



2. Questions below are asked about the following ACL2 code:

(defun perm (x y)

(if (endp x)

(endp y)

(if (member (car x) y)

(perm (cdr x) (remove1 (car x) y))

nil)))

This procedure is intended to determine whether input lists x and y are permutations
of each other.

a) Suppose when trying to prove a theorem X ACL2 responds with a failed check-
point that looks like this:

(IMPLIES (AND (CONSP X)

(NOT (PERM (REMOVE1 (CAR X) Y)

(REMOVE1 (CAR X) Z)))

(MEMBER (CAR X) Y)

(PERM (CDR X) (REMOVE1 (CAR X) Y))

(PERM Y Z))

(PERM (CDR X) (REMOVE1 (CAR X) Z)))

Suggest a theorem that, when added to the theorem data base, may improve the
chances of proving theorem X.

(defthm theorem-to-impove-chance-of-proving-X

)

b) Explain very briefly (one sentence will be enough) how you determined that the-
orem.

c) What happens when attempting to prove the following?:
(defthm thm1 (equal (perm (perm x y) z) (perm x (perm y z))))

d) What comment do you have about this theorem?



3. These are some questions that are not tied to a particular piece of code.

a) Cryptol builds formal models, ACL2 uses induction and rewriting. Which is bet-
ter under what circumstances?

b) Let Q be a predicate that expresses some query that is to be made at some point
in code that is being analyzed. Suppose P is the weakest precondition of Q with
respect to the entry point of the code. What type of expression would we want P
to be?

c) What type of expression is P if weakest preconditions are determined automati-
cally with the generator used in class?

d) Suppose ACL2 fails to prove P (because P may not be true). Why is this possible?

e) We do not want to give up, so what should we do?



4. The next two questions concern the following multiplier code (and are worth four
questions):

LDX #8

LDA #0

LOOP ROR F1

BCC ZCOEF

CLC

ADC F2

ZCOEF ROR A

ROR LOW

DEX

BNE LOOP

where ROR ANY is a right rotation of bits through register ANY and the carry bit, LDX #8

loads value 8 into the X register, LDA #0 loads value 0 into the A register, CLC clears the
carry bit, ADC F2 adds the value of F2 and the carry bit to register A, DEX decrements
the X register by 1, mod 256, BCC ZCOEFF branches to ROR A if the carry bit is 0, and
BNE LOOP branches to ROR F1 if the X register is not 0.

a) Suppose the input is in registers F1 and F2 and we desire to prove that

F1_init * F2 == LOW + A*256

when the program terminates (that is, BNE LOOP is executed when the X register
is 0) where F1 init is the initial value of register F1. Rewrite the statement to
prove in terms of A, X, C, and LOW values just prior to the instruction ROR A.

b) Use the above to express a single jump in cryptol code from ZCOEF ROR A to BNE

LOOP. In other words, whereas in class discussion we created the following:

step8 : Instruction;

step8 (f1, f2, a, x, l, c, z) = step9 (f1, f2, a’, x, l, a0, z)

where {

[a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7] = a; // NB: Little-endian!

a’ = [a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 c]; // ROR; little-endian; so go left

};

step9 : Instruction;

step9 (f1, f2, a, x, l, c, z) = ...

...

step11 : ...

...

I would like for you to write



step8: Instruction;

step8 (f1, f2, a, x, l, c, z) = step11 (f1, f2, a’, x’, l’, c’, z’)

where {

};


